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Preface
The implementation of the Senior Secondary economics curriculum in 2009 aims to help 

students grasp the basic knowledge and application of economics, and develop capabilities of 

economic analysis through understanding economic data presented in the form of text, statistics 

and diagrams, as well as to perform informed commentary and evaluation of relevant topics. 

(curriculum Development council and Hong Kong examination authority, 2007, P. 2-3)

To realise the above curricular goals, besides making adjustments in day-to-day teaching, 

assessment design is also essential. The public examinations for economics have conducted 

assessment through multiple-choice questions and long and short questions, with a focus on 

evaluating the understanding and application of economic concepts. To further tie in with the 

curriculum objectives, assessment of economics needs to advance with the times, increasing 

its validity through adding more diversified methods of assessment and question types. Thus, 

incorporating data-response questions in public examinations of economics will help assess 

student capabilities of higher-order thinking, commentary and judgement in a more comprehensive 

manner. 

To help teachers grasp the concept and methodology of designing data-response questions, 

HKeTa has been commissioned by the curriculum Development Institute to organise teacher 

professional development workshops in two series – “effective assessment in economics” and 

“assessing students through data-response questions in economics”. This resource pack is a 

summary of the key content of the workshops and concepts, methodology and practical tips of 

designing data-response questions through different examples. It is hoped that this pack will help 

promote professional exchange and discussion in economics.

Hong Kong effective Teaching association

October 2015
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Chapter 1: Foundation Concepts of Assessment
When designing data-response questions for economics, certain foundation concepts in 

assessment literacy can help us understand the considerations in designing these questions, such 

that the data-response questions can address teaching needs and accurately reflect students’ 

learning, facilitate the suitable use of various tools of assessment.

The following are the key concepts often applied in the design and implementation of 

assessment:

1) Assessment:

 assessment is a process through which student performance and competence are evaluated 

through various means. The core questions asked during assessment include: What is the 

progress and status of the student’s learning? How is the student’s performance? To what 

extent can students achieve learning goals of the curriculum? Such information can help 

educators make decisions with respect to: formulation of education policies, design and 

optimization of curriculum, and design and optimization of classroom teaching and learning.

 assessment utilises a diversity of forms and tools including through tests, for example: pen-

and-paper assessment, presentation, essays; or non-measuring formats including observation 

and verbal exchange. all of these are conducive to understanding student performance.

2) Test:

 Understanding student performance through various tools and giving the results a 

categorization and score, such that students can understand their performance and the 

public can clearly acknowledge such performance. Tools of measurement take the form of 

systematic and consistent procedures – students performing equally will obtain equal results 

using the same measurement tool. The questions asked in the test are: how does this person 

perform, whether in comparison with others or with the benchmark?
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3) Validity:

 It informs us whether the use of assessment and explanation of results are appropriate and 

suitable. Validity is only a matter of degree and does not denote effectiveness in absolute 

terms. The concept is often applied as in high, medium or low validity in explaining the 

suitability of a certain assessment criteria. Validity is an overall judgement used to support or 

explain the suitability of the use of a certain assessment outcome.

4) Reliability:

 It informs us whether a measurement is trustworthy and consistent. evidence of reliability 

comes from statistical analysis and understanding the deviation in measurement criteria, for 

example assessing whether using the same test at different times constitutes consistency, 

whether using two versions of the test for assessing the same student constitutes consistency, 

or whether different assessors assess the same student in the same, consistent manner.

(adapted from: nitko, 2004, p.5&7)

Relationship between different
concepts of assessment

Making decisions
that affect

the curriculum

Making decisions
that affect
the policy

Making decisions 
that affect the 

students

Present student 
performance

through categories
(e.g.: Giving grades)

Present student 
performance

through numbers
(e.g.: Giving marks)

Formative
Assessment

Summative
assessment

Assessment: Determining student learning outcomes in
one or more ways through teacher’s experience

Assessment: the progress through which
student performance is obtained

Measuring
(e.g.: Tests)

Non-measuring
(e.g.: Informal Observation)
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5) Formative assessment and summative assessment

 formative assessment is used to monitor the learning of students so that teachers and 

students can continuously be informed of the success and failures of learning. This continuous 

feedback is essential to improving learning and teaching. In terms of student feedback, 

formative assessment allows students to clearly understand their learning, understand 

their mistakes and areas for improvement, and facilitate their learning. In terms of teacher 

feedback, teachers can obtain data through which to adjust their teaching, understand 

students’ learning progress and improve teaching efficiency.

 Summative assessment is used for overall assessment of outcomes at the end of the 

teaching. It is aimed at understanding the degree of achievement of teaching objectives, 

giving grades and recognition to help students understand their learning achievements. 

Summative assessment aims at showing results and demonstrating student achievement 

and progress, and recognising student achievement. Teachers need to determine the content 

of summative assessment according to teaching objectives such that the assessment is 

consistent with the teaching, and that such assessment is valid.

6) Traditional assessment and alternative assessment

 Traditional assessment refers to day-to-day assessment conducted by the teacher at 

school, and comprises mostly summative assessment including pen-and-paper tests and 

examinations, with the aim of evaluating students’ learning progress. Traditional assessment 

usually aims at giving students a score or indicator of performance, and in practice offers 

objective assessment more readily.

 alternative assessment obtains results through a holistic manner, by conducting assessments 

of real situations. alternative assessment usually takes diverse forms, including through 

reports and learning portfolios, helping students to learn as assessment takes place. To 

achieve better outcomes, alternative assessment usually requires greater input of time and 

resources and matching of teaching and learning practices during implementation; students 

should also be informed of the implications of such alternative assessment.
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7) Objective test and subjective test

 In an objective test, subjects performing equally will be marked equally, regardless of the 

appraiser. examples include tests with clear marking standards including multiple choice 

questions and yes-and-no questions.

 In a subjective test, student score may vary according to the perception or evaluation of the 

appraiser, for example free response questions. comparing objective and subjective tests is 

not about whether one is superior to another, but whether the method of testing can effectively 

measure student performance and whether the suitable type of test is applied.

 Technology in assessment design 

In designing data response questions, teachers should provide texts and statistics to 

students as reading material, and conduct response analysis. To help teachers make 

preparations and promote student learning through assessment, teachers may make 

use of information technology in the assessment process for example leveraging the 

instantaneity of online platforms to facilitate communication and exchange between 

teacher and student.

In deploying information technology, one should consider teacher and student 

participation in a certain platform – whether the platform is teacher oriented or student 

oriented. Understanding the features of different platform will allow greater effectiveness 

in the deployment of such technology and promote teacher-student interaction and 

teaching and learning efficacy.

also, when conducting research, inclusion of websites on economics for example 

blogs, news and information and statistical reports can help promote instantaneity and 

relevance to students’ daily life. By extracting materials from blogs or news articles, 

teachers can design questions supported by scenarios and stories, which are easily 

adaptable for use as teaching materials. common statistical reports and government 

statistics convey a heightened sense of reality allowing students to be more in touch with 

society, and understand the relationship between classroom learning, assessment and 

daily life.
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Summary
In conclusion, when conducting assessment, one should consider the following general 

principles.

1) Clearly state the purpose of assessment:

 The areas of assessment should be clearly stated beforehand so that students understand the 

expected learning goals and understand the criteria of such assessment. The process also 

helps teachers to better articulate the goals and content of assessment helping to promote 

efficiency of such assessment.

2) Assessment tools should work in tandem with assessment 
goals:

 choice of assessment tools should be relevant to the content of assessment. for example, 

if students are expected to analyse different scenarios, consolidate data systematically and 

produce reports, multiple choice questions are not sufficiently relevant but other tools such as 

topical writing should be adopted.

3) Flexible use of assessment on the basis of their merits:

 no single method of assessment covers all learning goals, therefore teachers should use 

various assessment tools flexibly and understand the inherent limits of each, such that the 

diverse competencies of students can be revealed and assessed. 
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Chapter 2:       
Designing Data-response questions for Economics

 Flow of designing data response questions and points of consideration

When designing data response questions, teachers should consider the assessment goals of 

the questions, such as what knowledge and competencies students are expected to display, 

so that teachers can grasp the functions and features of various questions. also, because 

data response questions utilise real data and scenarios and do not strictly follow curricular 

boundaries, the same question may cover different topics. When designing questions, an 

integrated approach should be taken and students should be asked to think beyond the scope 

of specific topics.

1. In terms of material:

- Type: when collecting material to design data-response questions, consideration should 

be given to the type of material use, for example: pictures, diagrams and tables, comics, 

statistics and text. Through analysing various types of materials students can cultivate 

competencies in reading text, statistics, and diagrams, develop a sensitivity toward data, 

and learn to further understand the content and implications of the data.

- Quantity: whether the quantity of the material is appropriate – neither excessive 

nor insufficient. When compiling the questions, teachers should consider whether 

the quantity of the supplied reading provides sufficient background data for forming 

a response, whether students are given enough time to digest and respond to the 

material. If the quantity of material is excessive, the assessment will focus on students’ 

ability to speed-read rather than the ability to respond to the data-response questions.

- relevance: data-response questions often provide more than one reading item but 

items of various types for students to conduct comprehensive analysis. Thus, teachers 

should take note of the relevance between different items, whether they address the 

same topic and complement one another. If topical inconsistencies occur among the 

material making it difficult for students to grasp the data, they may have difficulty when 

answering the questions.
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- function: whether the material offers sufficient background information for 

comprehension-based response; or whether the data offers points of extended thinking 

where students can consider the directional possibilities of the question. Through 

reflecting on the reading material, teachers can avoid excessive bias toward questions 

belonging to the reading comprehension type, which may discourage reflection. They 

should also ensure that the material offers guidelines and room for independent thinking.

2. In terms of question:

- Syntax of the questions and competencies assessed: in designing data-response 

questions, students’ various competencies can be assessed through different 

syntax and terms. Teachers may make use of Bloom’s taxonomy reflecting on what 

competencies students are expected to display, namely knowledge, comprehension, 

application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation, then decide upon how the question 

should be worded to allow students to display expected competencies.

- complexity of the syntax: the syntax is an important hint aimed at helping students 

understand the expected area of assessment, and thus should be simple and concise. 

no more than one questioning term should be used in the question phrase to avoid 

confusion as to which competencies the student is expected to display.

- Questioning phrase and hint: the questioning phrase, besides pointing out the question and 

prompting for student response, teachers should also supply assumptions and limitations 

supplementing the material to facilitate the display of student’s thinking processes. It should 

also aim to discourage unusual and atypical responses borne out of a lack of assumptions 

and limitations. also, these questions also designate the type of response required allowing 

students to demonstrate their thinking processes in appropriate ways. 

- coherence of sub-questions: when designing data-response questions, besides 

using the one-question format prompting students to organise their own response, 

sub-questions can also be utilised serving as tiers to guide students in forming their 

answer. The design of the questions should help students think and develop thinking 

processes. The sub-questions should be organised to form a coherent whole, with 

gradual increase of difficulty as questions progress and, accordingly, marks allocated – 

with the most difficult questions coming last and accorded highest marks.
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 When considering the use of data and time for designing questions, one should also 

consider the relevance between the two: are the material and questions related? How 

much material is required when answering a question? Which part of the material is 

used in the questions? are the parts too scattered or is there repetition? These are 

points to be noted when designing questions and using the material.

 Identifying objectives of questions and assessment

When designing different types of data-response questions, besides assessing students’ 

knowledge of the question and their understanding of the topic, their ability to organise thought 

should also be assessed. The following are some of the usual goals of assessment where 

students are expected to demonstrate different thinking skills.

-	 To	classify	and	define:	Exploring	concepts

In terms of classification and definition, students should demonstrate an accurate and clear 

understanding of concepts. Usually, students can demonstrate sufficient understanding of 

generalised and abstract concepts through proposing concrete examples to explain these 

concepts. Students should provide suitable definition of concepts and demonstrate the use 

of these concepts through generalisations from different examples. Through elaboration, 

students will demonstrate whether they have sufficient grasp of the concepts and can offer 

suitable examples and non-examples for distinction.

- To compare and evaluate: Exploring perspectives and relationships

When students conduct comparisons and evaluations, they need to be equipped with a 

sensitivity for different materials, be able to distinguish between the comparable and the 

incomparable, and to compare items in the same type and field. Secondly, a baseline of 

comparison should be developed so that what is compared and the criteria for comparison 

is clearly understood. Thirdly, analyse the areas and standards of analysis to ascertain 

their importance, in order to conduct further analysis. Students should show their grasp of 

areas and standards of comparison to demonstrate their competencies. 

- To speculate: Exploring cause and effect

another usual type of questions requires students to conduct analysis based on cause and 

effect. Such questions often require students to understand which type of cause and effect 

an event can be ascribed to, whether relevance exists between the cause and effect, what 
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are the factors that lead to the effect, and whether the effect may in turn affect the cause 

taking the causal progression to the next tier. These are points to be noted when exploring 

cause and effect such that students will be aware of the various logical fallacies when 

speculating about cause and effect, which may affect the accuracy of such speculation.

- To propose solutions: Solving problems

certain questions expect students to propose solutions, but many students may provide 

inappropriate or illogical solutions as they fail to provide logical inferences for solving the 

problem. To address this, one may first guide the student toward identifying the nature of the 

problem, the number of variable solutions, compare the merits of each solution, then propose 

a final solution and even verify the validity of the solution. However, normal pen-and-paper 

assessments provide insufficient time to thoroughly verify the solution, as such students are 

often simply required to propose a reasonable solution that addresses the question.

- To persuade: Constructing arguments

Many questions require student to state views and explain their reasoning through 

arguments. In the process, students should examine whether their arguments are 

sound and put forward through effective statements, and whether the structure of such 

statements are coherent and that sufficient examples and counter-examples are listed to 

enforce the validity of the argument. These are factors of assessing whether the students 

can effectively persuade and construct arguments.

 Finding relevant data

When designing data-response questions, teacher should source materials that suit student 

level and is relevant to the topic. When sourcing such materials, one should consider: 1) Is the 

material based in reality? Can it reflect reality without bias or falsehoods? 2) Is the material 

related to teaching content? can the material conform to the students’ learning, allowing them 

to apply what they have learnt? can students’ grasp of the learning content be assessed 

through configuration of the questions? 3) Does the material address students’ competencies? 

Are the students sufficiently equipped to read and analyse the material?

 Setting targeted cognitive level and syntax in question

In designing data-response questions, teachers also need to consider the kind of thought 

cognitive performance expected of the student, for example by using Bloom’s taxonomy – 

whether it be entry-level knowledge and comprehension; medium-level application and analysis; 
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or advanced-level synthesis and evaluation – and present the question using the suitable 

syntax. for example, when assessing students’ entry-level cognitive performance, words like 

“point out” and “describe” are used, which requires students to directly extract information from 

the materials without digestion. When assessing students’ medium-level cognitive performance, 

words like “analyse”, “explain” and “elaborate” are used, where students are required to select 

and generalise information, infer points of view, and add their own opinions and examples. When 

assessing students’ advanced-level cognitive performance, words like “compare” and “evaluate” 

are used, where students are required to compare and analyse different information sources 

from multiple angles, to demonstrate their understanding of the topic outside the material, and 

how such understanding can relate to what they have learnt.

In designing questions, teachers use different questioning syntaxes to request students to 

demonstrate different cognitive levels and capabilities, so that students can conduct reading, 

comprehension and analysis on different levels using the same set of materials, allowing 

students of different levels to demonstrate their competencies.

 Developing rubrics

Design and development of rubrics should be based on student performance. common types 

of performance can be generalised and standards established through analysing performance 

of students of different levels. To create solid rubrics, a significant base of student performance 

should be gathered to create suitable standards of assessment.

When designing and developing rubrics, one should note the following:

- ensuring the rubrics contain all major dimensions and can comprehensively assess   

 student performance

- The scoring standards should be coherent with the goal of assessment

- The standards listed in the rubrics should be performances that are clear, focused,   

 concrete and observable

- The standards in the rubrics should be clearly understandable by teachers, students,   

 parents and others

- The scoring system should be feasible

- Deviation should be minimized where possible, for example personal bias

- Over-generalisation should be avoided when developing the rubrics
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In designing and developing rubrics, the following steps can be taken:

1) Determining student’s learning goals

2) Identifying the dimensions of assessment and categories of performance

3) Designing level descriptors such as the metrics of assessment and indicators of performance

4) Hash out the details of the rubrics

5) compare the relation between the rubrics and assignment design

The following is an example of rubrics. When designing rubrics, teachers may consider 

adjusting the content to conform to student performance and let students know what performances 

are expected in the question.

Assessment 
standards

Unsatisfactory 
performance

Basic 
performance

Good 
performance

Outstanding 
performance

Grasp of topic Lacks basic 
understanding 
of topic

express 
rudimentary 
understanding 
of topic

express solid 
understanding of 
topic with basic 
analysis and 
discussion

express full 
understanding 
of topic, and 
analyse various 
issues covered 
by the topic in 
depth.

apply economic 
theory to topic

Does not apply 
or wrongly 
applies theories

apply some 
theories for 
simple analysis

apply multiple 
theories for 
comprehensive 
analysis, though 
still limited to 
content covered 
by the textbooks

apply multiple 
theories and 
goes beyond 
textbooks for full 
analysis

explain using 
examples

Does not 
present 
examples or 
use examples 
incorrectly

Use parts of 
example while 
failing to focus 
on what matters

Use examples 
appropriately for 
explanation 

Utilise multiple 
examples to 
fully explain the 
topic and theory

communication 
of ideas

Logically 
confused and 
difficult to 
understand

Some mistakes 
in expression 
but generally 
understandable

express clearly 
the content and 
display clear 
logic of thought

Present the 
content in detail 
with good clarity 
and sound logic 
through clearly 
delineated tiers 
of inference
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Example 1 : Fat Tax
Topic: The Overweight Problem and fat Tax

Relevant economics topics: Market intervention; efficiency and equity; public finance

Type of material: Statistics, news, comics

Question design   
(Total marks: 26)

elementary questions (18 marks);   

advanced-level questions (8 marks)

Rationale of design:

The overweight problem is one that most students will find familiar, as they will be pre-

equipped with the knowledge through studies in other subjects (e.g. Biology, Liberal 

Studies). In this example, the overweight problem serves as an point of entry where 

students may apply economics concepts to analyse issues arising from the overweight 

problem, so that they may understand the chief concerns in the government’s formulation 

of relevant policies (Questions (a) to (e)), and ultimately identify their own stance and 

evaluate whether the government should levy a fat tax to address the overweight 

problem among the Hong Kong population. (Question (f)).

as the economy develops, the quality of life of the general populace has seen substantial 

improvement, and subsequently the overweight issue has become one of the most pressing public 

health issues in Hong Kong and around the world. economists have pointed out that levying a fat 

tax on junk food may help alleviate the problem of obesity.
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Source A: Overweight Population Worldwide and Projections

Source B: Economic losses brought about by unhealthy diet

according to worldwide academic reports, over 2.1 billion persons are overweight or 

obese, accounting for nearly 30% of the global population. Prolonged consumption of 

foods with “three highs” (high sugar, salt and fat content) and saturated fats can lead 

to obesity, bringing various detrimental effects including health problems and lowering 

overall social productivity.

Source: World Health Organisation

Source: consolidated from various sources, 2014

Source  C

fat Tax, also known as “Junk food Tax”, is a per unit tax levied upon junk food containing 

“three highs” (high sugar, salt and fat content) and saturated fats (e.g. milk and meats). 

Its aim was to discourage citizens from ingesting such food items. Denmark is the first 

nation to levy the fat Tax, which was nevertheless abolished by its government after one 

year as it has proven ineffective in changing eating habits, but has led to the emergence 

of “three-highs” food items in oversize packages.

Source: consolidated from various sources, 2012
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Source  D: Various stakeholders have different views on levying  
the fat tax, summarised as below:

Given the current high production 
cos ts  the  fa t  t ax  w i l l  make 
business even more difficult. If 
SMes close down as a result, it 
will further drive up Hong Kong’s 
unemployment rate.

T h e  f a t  Ta x  c o v e r s  d a i l y 
consumption food items including 
milk, which will add an unfair 
burden upon grassroots citizens

Legislator

Potato chips
manufacturer
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Questions
1 referring to Source a, describe the changing trends of the overweight population and analyse 

its impact upon future public health expenses. (3 marks)

 answer:

 according to Source a, the overweight population is on the rise with overweight persons rising 

from 400 million to 700 million between 2005 and 2015, recording a nearly 60% increase.

 With the overweight population on the rise, future public health expenses are expected to 

rise.

2 referring to Source B, analyse why the overweight issue can lead to an external effect. (3 marks) 

 answer:

 external costs are generated by the overweight issue.

 Prolonged consumption of food items with “three highs” and saturated fats create health 

problems. Meanwhile, as the overweight population rises productivity drops and the 

government needs to spend more on healthcare; overweight persons however do not 

compensate the society, leading to a divergence between private and social costs.

3 Referring to Source C, Denmark is the first nation to levy the Fat Tax. However, the tax was 

abolished by its government after one year as it proved ineffective in changing eating habits. 

analyse the reasons using the concept of price elasticity of demand. (2 marks)

 answer:

 There is a relatively low price elasticity of demand for “three-highs” food items among 

Denmark citizens. 

 as citizens are used to consuming “three-highs” food items, even when the price is driven up 

by the tax they still need time to change their habits and find substitutes. Therefore, they have 

a low price elasticity for “three-highs” food items (i.e. percentage increase in price is higher 

than percentage drop in quantity demanded).
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4 referring to Source c, use a supply and demand diagram to illustrate how the fat Tax will 

affect the quantity of “three-highs” food items purchased by the public. (4 marks)

 answer:

 explanatory text

 fat Tax drives up the marginal cost of per unit junk food, as a result the supply curve shifts 

upwards from S0 to S1. 

 When other factors remain unchanged, the equilibrium price of “three-highs” food items rise 

from P0 to P1, while the quantity purchased by the public drop from Q0 to Q1.

 Diagram:

 Supply shifts upward from S0  to S1

 Qt (Quantity) drops from  Q0 to Q1
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5 referring to Source c, use the law of supply and demand to analyse why the levying of the 

fat Tax results in emergence of “three-highs” food items in larger packages. (3 marks)

 answer:

 after levying the fat Tax, the same tax is chargeable for “three-highs” food items regardless of 

package size.

 While this drives up the price of “three-highs” food items of all package sizes, the levied tax 

takes up a lower percentage of the price of larger packages than of smaller packages. The 

relative price of large-sized “three-highs” food items will thus be lower.

 according to the law of demand, people tend to purchase food items of large-size packages, 

thus such packages are manufactured in larger quantities.

6 referring to Source D, explain why the legislator believes the levying of the fat Tax 

constitutes unfairness for the grassroots population.  (3 marks)

 answer:

 The fat Tax is an indirect tax, and partly targets daily necessities. The tax takes up a larger 

percentage of the income of low-income individual than that of high-income individuals, thus 

constituting unfairness for the grassroots population.

7 referring to the information above, and applying your knowledge in economics, discuss 

whether the Hong Kong Government should levy a fat Tax to tackle the overweight issue of 

the Hong Kong people.    (8 marks)

 The answer may include the following:

 Should, for example:

Discussing the validity of the measures

– The fat Tax can lower the supply of junk food, increase their market price, and reduce 

quantity of junk food purchased by the public. It should help to address the overweight 

issue and reduce future public health expenses.
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Discussing	other	governmental/social	benefits	brought	about	by	the	measure:

– The overweight population has a negative impact not only on personal health but on 

society as a whole, e.g. rising medical costs. The levying of the fat Tax increases the 

private marginal costs of the manufacturers. If the amount levied is equal to the marginal 

external costs under efficient output level, the market will return to the level of efficiency 

when the manufacturer reduces the production.

– Overweight-related health issues will drive down labour productivity and subsequently 

long-term supply, total productivity and full-employment output level will drop. The 

government should therefore levy the fat tax to address the overweight problem of 

Hong Kong people in order to promote local labour productivity and drive the economic 

development of the city.

– Levying the fat Tax can increase government income from taxes and help expand the 

existing narrow tax base.

 

 Should not, for example:

Discussing the validity of the measures

– If the fat Tax is levied as a per unit tax, it will be a form of indirect tax. If the price elasticity 

of supply is lower than the price elasticity of demand, the tax may not lead to a significant 

increase in market equilibrium price and reduce quantity of transaction. Therefore the fat 

Tax may not be effective in tackling the overweight issue of the Hong Kong people.

– If the public believes that junk food is a daily necessity, their demand for junk food is a 

relatively price inelastic ,thus the percentage increase in price will be higher than the 

percentage decrease in quantity demanded. The consumption habits of the public may 

thus remain unchanged.

Discussing	other	governmental/social	benefits	brought	about	by	the	measure:

– If the fat Tax is levied, the increase in tax revenue of the government will be less than the 

reduction in producer and consumer surplus, leading to a deviation from efficiency in the 

market, creating a net loss.
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Marks Description of level achieved

7-8 applies relevant economics theories to underline their positioning and 

accurately explain why the fat tax can/cannot resolve the overweight 

problem of the Hong Kong people.

4-6 applies relevant economics theory to suitably explain why the 

Government’s levying of the fat tax can/cannot resolve the overweight 

problem of the Hong Kong people.

1-3 roughly explains why the Government’s levying of the fat tax can/cannot 

resolve the overweight problem of the Hong Kong people.

– If the fat Tax is levied in the form of per unit tax, it will be a type of regressive tax meaning the 

tax rate will decrease when the taxable income increases. as the same tax is levied for the 

same food item regardless of income, low-income individuals will contribute a higher percentage 

of their income to the tax compared to high-income individuals, aggravating the poverty gap.

– Levying the fat Tax will increase the marginal costs of the producer and force down the 

production quantity. If certain producers are driven out of the market because of business 

difficulties, demand for labour in the labour market will drop and unemployed population 

may rise; if working population remains constant, the unemployment rates will increase.

(Students may apply their knowledge in economics to make reasonable discussions to support 

their views. The arguments must however be structured and coherent with their positioning.)

Marking scheme:
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Example 2 : 759 Store
Topic: 759 Store

Relevant economics 
topics:

Internal growth; price difference; elasticity of demand; 

company ownership; economies of scale; minimal wage; 

methods of wage payment 

Type of material: news, website information, graphics

Question design 
(Total marks: 26)

elementary-level questions (12 marks); advanced-level 

questions (14 marks)

Rationale of design:

The sales strategies of 759 Store is a popular topic in recent years, and many students 

have the personal experience of purchasing from the store. Using the topic, Secondary 4 

students may apply concepts of microeconomics to analyse and evaluate the commercial 

decisions of 759 Store as a consumer and as business owner.

In materials selection, this sample offers a variety of data including company ownership, 

business model, financial status, method of cost control, market strategy/positioning of 

competitors, so that students will have sufficient information to base on in commenting 

on the future expansion of 759 Store and will not answer based solely on their day-to-day 

experience as a consumer.
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Source A – Introduction to the 759 Store and its direction of development

Company introduction

The “759” in 759 Store comes from the HKex stock code of its mother company  “cec 

International Holdings Limited”, a listed company on the Main Board of HK Stock 

exchange since 1999. 759 was founded in 2010 with the business principle of “small 

profits and quick turnover”, and providing quality and cheap merchandise options for 

customers by sourcing from around the world under a parallel import procurement model 

called  “direct import”. from initially focusing on sales of snacks and drinks, its “direct 

import” line of products have been expanded to include groceries, wines, frozen food, 

baby goods, pet food, household goods, personal care goods and cosmetics. as its 

import business grew in size, 759 Store has also been continuously expanding its snacks 

chain with up to 185 outlets as of 30 January 2014.

759 Store to slow down expansion as market saturates

In 2014, 759 Store announced its results of 2013  with profits attributable to shareholders 

up 18% year-on-year, and final dividend for the year ended at 0.7 cent per share. 

Despite satisfactory business performance and group chairman Mr. Lam Wai chun 

setting a target at 300 outlets, such a target will no longer be the objective for the group’s 

development given the saturating market for snacks stores. Mr Lam explains that in the 

future the group will locate more 10,000 sq feet store spaces to establish 759 Stores 

under the “mini-department store” model, to satisfy customers’ need for an expansive 

shopping environment.

In addition, after its expansion into skincare and cosmetics business and upcoming 

opening of the 759 wine store and local teahouse, the 759 Store is making preparations 

to open an online sales platform for selling rice and food items, domestic goods and 

small electric appliances.

Sources: Various newspapers and company website http://www.759store.com/aboutus.php
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Source B

Source C - Thoughts from a customer

The 759 Store big sale has finally 
come, to be held for two days only!  
 Last time the most hot-selling item 
was the 8kg Thai Jasmine rice,     
   which many are unable to purchase.  
This time we have to endure         
long queues again for buying the rice.

UXX Instant coffee  (90g)  

HK$25.00

759 Store- Direct import from Japan Certain major supermarket chain

UXX Instant coffee  (90g)  

HK$43.90

Add to shopping cart
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Source D - Operation strategy and cost control

759 Store raises wages to attract local talents    
Rejects import of foreign labour

Mr Lam Wai chun, chairman of cec 

International Holdings and the mother 

company of 759 Store, said that both 

frontline and support staff of 759 Store 

would receive a wage raise, contributed 

mainly by the increasing sales driving 

down average operation costs, while 

the weak Japanese Yen has helped 

lower import costs creating more room for wage increases. 

Besides raising basic wages, the bonus threshold has also been lowered for example 

the sales volume for receiving the “store commission” has been lowered from $10,000 

to $7,000. Logistics staff working as support also receive an average wage increase of 

$1,000.

also, to create promotion opportunities for its staff, the company has created new 

managerial and supervisory positions hoping to retain senior store managers, and is 

even working to attract talent from other major supermarkets. Mr. Lam said, “With the 

minimum wage at $30, and you’re only willing to pay $35, how can you attract talent? 

You can’t even hire someone to wash the dishes”. He continued, “Most of the work at the 

stores are not difficult to master, and I don’t see a need to hire overseas labour.”

Source: consolidated from various newspaper reports
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Questions:
1 referring to Source a, what kind of business ownership does cec International Holdings 

belong to? List two features of such an ownership. (3 marks) 

 answer: Listed company (1 mark)

 Features include public announcement of the company’s financial data, freedom to transfer of 

share rights without consent of other shareholders, limited liability, independent legal entity. 

(2 marks)

  

2 referring to Source B, why does price difference exist for the same product?  (3 marks) 

 answer:

 Product differentiation: difference in sales location, channel and service

 cost difference: direct import from Japan

         Difference in pricing/target profit

  

3 referring to Source c, use a diagram to explain under what circumstances a price reduction 

strategy can boost the sales volume of 759 Store. (6 marks)

 answer: Price reduction leads to an increase in quantity demanded

 If the demand is price elastic, and the percentage change of price is less than the percentage 

change of quantity demanded, the sales revenue will increase.
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4 referring to Sources c and D, comment on whether the operation model of price reduction 

and attracting talent through wage raises can increase the revenue of 759 Store. (7 marks)

 answer: Whether the price reduction can increase revenue depends on the price elasticity of 

demand

 There are many market alternatives in the different businesses of 759 Store for example 

snacks, cosmetics and eateries, and the consumer has a high price elasticity of demand for 

the goods offered by 759 Store. Therefore, as stated in the previous question, when the drop 

in cost creates a room for price reduction in goods, the revenue will increase.

 as for the strategy of attracting talent through wage raises, 759 Store uses a wage model 

of paying a commission on top of the basic salary which is conducive to motivating workers, 

and can help save costs for staff supervision. also, with the low unemployment rate and stiff 

competition in the labour market, the wage level offered should be higher than the minimum 

wage and even more competitive than market peers in order to attract experienced talent. 

When the extra revenue gained after the increase in the wage is larger than the extra expense 

of wage increase, the revenue will increase then.

5 comprehensively speaking, do you agree that the future direction of development of 759 

Store should follow the existing model of expansion (slowing the growth of the snack business 

and focus on other businesses)? (7 marks) 

 The answer may include the following:

 currently, the expansion is based on a group business model.

 Such a model can bring about the following benefits:

  enjoys economies of scale

  Diversification of risks of investment through expanding to different businesses

  effective utilisation of resources

  Brand reputation makes it easier to develop other business
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Marks Description of level achieved

5-7 accurate grasp of economic concepts and theories

In-depth analysis and applications based on the sources/materials

Generalisations/evaluations supported with suitable theories and 

evidences 

Logical flow of ideas and clear expression of arguments

Good organisation and coherence

3-4 acceptable grasp of economic concepts and theories/

Moderate analysis and applications based on the sources/materials

Generalisations/evaluations supported by some theories and evidences

clear delivery of messages through the use of language

Structural formation of arguments

1-2 Weak grasp of economic concepts and theories

Minimal analysis and application

Limited language capabilities

Loosely organised and disjointed arguments

 However, if future developments are to continue along this path, the company should 

consider:

  continuous expansion can lead to diseconomies of scale and increase in average costs

  Diversification of risks/over-expansion can lead to loss of benefits from specialisation 

  Market saturation

  Intensity of market competition (Oligopoly leading to price war)

  If oligopoly or monopoly already exists in the new market, a new competitor may need to  

 draw upon the resources of existing business when expanding to this market.

Marking scheme:
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Example 3 : McDonald’s Business Operations
Topic: McDonald’s business operation

Relevant economic 
topics:

firms; Market Structure; Merger

Type of material: news; advertisements

Question design 
(Total marks: 23)

elementary-level questions (15 marks); advanced-level 

questions (8 marks)

Rationale of question design:

McDonald’s is a well-known corporation for many students and a familiar part of their 

daily lives. This question starts with the development of McDonald’s and askes students 

to apply their knowledge in economics to analyse different commercial decisions of the 

restaurant. Lastly, they are asked to apply economic theories to analyse the development 

of the retail industry in the light of the changes in society and government policies.

Besides asking students to apply their knowledge in economics, this question expects 

students to achieve a higher level of competence in answering data-response questions. 

Thus, the questions are designed to require students to respond to questions by making 

good use of the material, otherwise the highest marks will not be awarded. Such a way 

will help students better understand the differences in requirements between data-

response questions and Part B of the paper.

Source A

In 1975, McDonald’s Hong Kong opened its first restaurant on Paterson Street, 

causeway Bay. Today, the company operates 235 restaurants with 15,000 staff members 

serving the customers. 

Source: consolidated from company website https://www.mcdonalds.com.hk
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Source B

In 2006, McDonald’s opened its third food processing plant and quality assurance center 

in Hong Kong – after chicago and Paris – to provide food quality control and product 

development services for 35 regions in Asia, the Asia-Pacific, the Middle East and Africa.

The center has a full-time staff of 12 including chefs and nutritionists, who are committed 

to developing new products that fulfill the modern needs for a balanced and healthy diet.

Source C

 Services offered by McDonald’s

Source: consolidated from the company website https://www.mcdonalds.com.hk

Source: consolidated from local newspapers and company website

https://www.mcdonalds.com.hk

Value Picks
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Source D

 “One-trip-per-week” policy may drive down rents as much as 15%

Since the implementation of the “one-trip-per-week” policy, the local retail industry 

suffered severe setback, the rent level of commercial premises seeing a drop in many 

districts. The northwest new Territories is particularly affected with up to 25% to 30% 

drop in rent levels for first-tier prime shops in districts such as Yuen Long and Tuen Mun.

Though there is a trend of rent drop in many districts, the reduction is the number of 

patrons is alarming. The prospect of retail industry is pessimistic and some people even 

claim that the retailing industry is approaching to contraction.

Questions:
1 referring to Sources a and B, which two types of expansion adopted by McDonald’s 

respectively. (2 marks) What respective advantages McDonald’s could enjoy from those two 

expansions? (4 marks)

2 List two reasons to explain why McDonald’s also operates Mccafe and McDelivery 

businesses at the same time. (4 marks)

3 Source c lists the price of three Value Picks only available at McDonald’s restaurants. Use 

relevant economic theories to explain why McDonald’s offers such Value Picks at a lower 

price than ordinary meal sets. (6 marks)

4 “The ‘One-trip-per-week’ policy induces the contraction of retailing industry” referring to 

Source D, evaluate the above statement with the help of a supply-demand diagram. (8 marks)

Source: consolidated from various newspapers
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Reference answers:
1 referring to Sources a and B, which two types of expansion adopted by McDonald’s 

respectively. (2 marks) What respective advantages McDonald’s could enjoy from those two 

expansions?  (4 marks)

Source a refers to horizontal expansion while Source B refers to vertical expansion. (2 marks)

The advantages of the two expansions are as follows:

Economic concept Explanation 

economies of scale,  

reduce the average cost

Source a: When the number of branch increased to 

235, resources can be more efficiently utilized so as 

to reduce the average production cost.

expand the market share, 

increase market power

Source a: When the number of branch increased to 

235, the market power of the firm increases and its 

leading position in the price setting enhances.

Diversify the types of food, 

increase its competitiveness 

Source B: Provide more diversified types of food and 

increase the competitiveness by setting up its third 

food processing plant and quality assurance center 

in Hong Kong. 

2 marks for each point above. Only two points are marked.
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2 List two reasons to explain why McDonald’s also operates Mccafe and McDelivery 

businesses at the same time. (4 marks)

Marks Description of level attained Suggested answer

3-4 Gives clear explanation using 

economics theories supplemented 

by various value-added services 

why McDonald’s also operates 

M c c a f e  a n d  M c D e l i v e r y 

businesses at the same time

L o w e r s  r i s k s :  r e d u c e s 

operational risks through lateral 

expansion (operating Mccafe), 

and expand the market segment.

+

Lowers/controls costs: offering 

McDelivery service can reduce 

customer flow and relieve stress 

brought about by high rental 

costs.

1-2 e x p l a i n s  u s i n g  e c o n o m i c s 

theories why McDonald’s also 

operates Mccafe and McDelivery 

businesses at the same time, 

t h o u g h  u n a b l e  t o  m a t c h 

corresponding economics terms/

theories with relevant value-added 

services.
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Marks Description of level attained Suggested answer

5-6 Gives clear explanation using 

relevant economics theories the 

reason behind the offering of Value 

Picks.

Limited-offer Value Picks makes 

better use of the economies of 

scale (for example improving 

efficiency), lowering average 

costs and helping to improve 

productivity of the restaurant.

Limited-offer Value Picks serves 

a promotional effect and draws 

customers.

creates demand with lower pricing

Value Picks offer consumers 

meals at lower prices. 

Assuming consumers have 
a high price elasticity of 
demand for the food offerings 
in the Value Picks, it will help 

to boost the income of the 

restaurant.

3-4 Gives appropriate explanation 

using relevant economic theories 

the reason behind the offering of 

Value Picks.

1-2 explains roughly the reason behind 

the offering of Value Picks.

3 Source c lists the price of three Value Picks only available at McDonald’s restaurants. Use 

relevant economic theories to explain why McDonald’s offers such Value Picks at a lower 

price than ordinary meal sets. (6 marks)
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4 “The ‘One-trip-per-week’ policy induces the contraction of retailing industry” referring to 

Source D, evaluate the above statement with the help of a supply-demand diagram. (8 marks)

Marks Description of level attained Suggested answer

7-8 accurate use of the supply-demand 
diagram to explain how the policy 
creates opportunities for retail chains 
chances to open new stores.

able to analyse the benefits and 
drawbacks of the “one-trip-per-week” 
policy in relation to the expansion of 
retail chains

Supply level: reduction in rent 
=> reduction in production 
costs => increase in supply => 
increase in sales  => suitable 
for expansion

Demand level: reduction in 
visitor numbers => reduction in 
demand  => reduction in sales 
=> not suitable for expansion

Proof condition: the impact 
of reduction in visitor numbers 
is more significant than the 
impact of reduction in rent

4-6 fair grasp of economic concepts 
and theories
Moderate analysis and application of 
source/material information
attempts in consolidation/evaluation 
with support from some theories and 
evidences
Uses language to convey messages 
clearly
Proposes arguments in a structural 
manner

1-3 Weak grasp of economic concepts 
and theories
Minimal analysis and application
Limited language capabilities
Loose and disjointed organisation of 
arguments
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Example 4 : Flea Market for Creative    
 Handicrafts

Topic: flea Market for creative Handicrafts

Relevant economic 
topics:

Opportunity cost; long-run and short-run production; market 

structure; demand and supply

Type of material: news, blogs

Question design 
(Total marks: 26)

elementary-level questions (18 marks); advanced-level 

questions (8 marks)

Rationale of the question design:

Many students are familiar with the idea of handicraft markets, and many youths like to 

visit such markets during weekends. The topic design is based on micro-economics, and 

allows secondary 4 students to apply basic economic concepts to analyse the points of 

consideration in opening a business at handicraft markets. Lastly, students should use 

cost-benefit analysis to determine the factors the government considers when making 

decisions, and in the process re-familiarize themselves with the different costs involved 

in implementing a project.

In recent years, the emergence of handicraft markets in Hong Kong allows the youths to 

realise their dreams of founding their own business. can such small scale markets grow into a 

signature of Hong Kong?
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Source A : An article about local handicraft markets

In recent years, there have seen handicraft markets mushrooming all over Hong Kong, 

they grow not only in numbers but also in scale. One such market has grown over the 

past 5 years from renting out only 20 stalls to 130, with 700 applicants competing to 

obtain a lease – a 1-in-5 rate of success.

Many young handicraft artists may find the open market setting more effective to 

promoting their creations compared to social media platforms. at markets, they can do 

show-and-tells in front of a broader clientele and exchange with fellow artists. One such 

artist told us that the rent for each stall is just 200 per day, much cheaper than renting 

a shop of similar size. also, most markets only open during weekends, offering greater 

flexibility especially to those with full-time jobs.

Source: consolidated from various sources, 2015

Source B： A blog from a local artist:

It’s been a great day! ^____^
recently I’ve signed up with a number of online sales platforms to promote 

my products. a lot of local customers like my products for their uniqueness. 

Today, I received orders from outside Hong Kong – from as far as the US 

and Norway. My work has finally drawn international attention!

I’ve now given up on my full-time job and devoted myself to this handicraft 

business – a not very profitable one at that, but luckily youth is still on 

my side and my business is still at its infancy. compared to others, I still 

haven’t invested that much!
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Questions:
1 Referring to Source A, explain whether the handicraft market belongs to a price searching 

market. (2 marks)

 Answer: 

 Yes.

 The products sold in the handicraft market are mainly man-made with different styles and 

design. They are heterogeneous products.

 

2 Referring to Source A, explain with two reasons why the existence of such a market brings 

about external economies of scale for the vendors. (4 marks)

 Answer：

 Reduces marketing costs: more artists actively promoting their work leads to wider knowledge 

about the industry and products. The marketing costs of the artists will be reduced.

 Reduces costs of securing raw material: when an industry (handicraft industry) is highly 

developed at one place, the materials supplier and other auxiliary businesses tend to 

develop in nearby regions. This will lower the costs of sourcing raw materials and reduce 

the average cost.

3 According to Source A, there are “700 applicants competing for 130 stalls in the recent time”. 

With the help of diagrams, explain the phenomenon. (4 marks)

Answer：

Explanatory text:

 As the daily rent of $200 is lower than the 

equilibrium rent, the quantity demanded for 

the stalls (700) is larger than the quantity 

supplied (130), thus shortage occurs.

Diagram:

 Set rent is lower than equilibrium rent, 

i.e. Qd>Qs, thus shortage occurs.

Booklet Eng 02JUN A.indd   38 2/6/2017   下午11:55
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4 referring to Sources a and B, suggest one advantage and one disadvantage of a selling the 

products in the market over selling online. (4 marks)

answer:

 advantage: a market allows artists to showcase their products to consumers, obtain 

feedback, lowering the costs of information collection and aiding the design of market-

oriented products. On the contrary, if one sells products online, it would be quite difficult to 

obtain feedback from different consumers.

 Disadvantage: Operating in the form of a market involves higher overall costs than doing 

so on the internet. It involves monetary costs (rent) and the stallholder has to give up other 

possible values of their time of operating the stall (time costs).

5 Most stallholders at handicraft markets are in their youth. analyse this phenomenon from an 

economics perspective. (4 marks)

answer:

 The cost of opening a business is lower for youths than for others. They have 

comparatively less experience and lower wages than people in other age groups, thus 

the cost of a career change is lower. Their relative career mobility explains why most 

stallholders at handicraft markets are in their youth.

6 Government officials have expressed a preference for open markets that promote the unique 

elements of Hong Kong. They did not rule out the possibility of using public money to do 

so, though admitted to the difficulty of choosing a location. What factors do you think the 

Government should consider when making a decision? Base your analysis on the concept of 

cost efficiency. (8 marks)

answers may include the following:

costs:

 external costs (noise pollution affects nearby residents, but no compensation is offered)

 Impact on the income of nearby shops (similar substitute may affect overall income of the 

shop)
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 Other uses of land (opportunity costs – many vacant lots have specific usages and 

planning; using planned land to open markets may change the original usage and affect 

long-term social planning)

 Matching traffic facilities (matching traffic facilities should be provided near the selected 

site, meaning increase in Government expenditures)

Benefits:

 Promotes local economy (encourages entrepreneurship and  promotes local economic 

development)

 Develops tourist attractions with a Hong Kong style (take Taiwan and Japan as examples, 

organizing handicraft markets can attract tourists from overseas, and increase the GDP of 

Hong Kong)

 (Students may apply their economics knowledge to engage in reasonable discussions and 

use organized and coherent arguments to support their analysis.)

Marking scheme:

Marks Description of level achieved

7-8 applies relevant economics theories and clearly explains the factors 

considered by the Government when making decisions.

4-6 Uses relevant economics theories to adequately explain the factors 

considered by the Government when making decision.

1-3 roughly explains the factors considered by the Government when 

making decisions.
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Example 5 :  The employment situation in  
  Hong Kong

Topic: employment situation in Hong Kong

Relevant economics 
topics:

Demand, supply and pricing; recent unemployment trends 

in Hong Kong; human resources; supply, mobility and 

productivity; features of productive elements in Hong Kong

Type of material: Government report; news reports; figures and diagrams; 

Legislative council press releases; information from 

Government websites

Question design 
(Total marks: 26)

elementary-level questions (18 marks); advanced-level 

questions (8 marks)

Rationale of design:

Questions (1) to (4) of this data-response question are of a similar difficulty compared to 

the existing DSe examination. Question (3) requires students to evaluate and explain the 

situation of youth unemployment and job mismatch in the labour market, thus imposes a 

higher demand on their analytical abilities.

Question (5) askes students to evaluate the Government’s suggestions to alleviate youth 

unemployment through encouraging youth entrepreneurship, and suggest ways for the 

Government to address youth unemployment.

Students should apply economic concepts and theories (for example labour market 

equilibrium, cause of unemployment) to analyse suggestions for promoting youth 

entrepreneurship, by referring to the material and the actual situation of Hong Kong.

regarding the means to address youth unemployment, students should point out clearly 

how such methods can alleviate youth unemployment.
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1 Minimum Wage commission, 2012. Source : http://www.mwc.org.hk/en/downloadable_materials/2012MWcreport-eng.pdf

Source A : Excerpted from Chairman’s Foreword, 2012 Report of  
the Minimum Wage Commission: 1

“…the statutory minimum wage (SMW) came into effect on 1 May 2011 in Hong Kong… 

The initial SMW rate set at $28.0 per hour has improved noticeably the income of low-

paid employees in real terms…”

Source B : Report consolidated from a newspaper in 2010 and 2012

according to the statistics of 2010, the average hourly wage for the catering industry 

in Hong Kong was $22.6. The implementation of the Statutory Minimum Wage (SMW) 

($28) on 1 May 2011 provides a secure income for low-paid employees, yet employers 

in catering industries are facing difficulties as a result. After the implementation of SMW, 

the difference in wage is narrowed between catering industry and other industries more 

existing employees and potential employees prefer to work for the jobs with less hardship 

but similar pay. This leads to a serious loss of employees in the catering industry. There 

is a relatively small number of entrants in this industry. It is expected that the SMW will 

continue to make hiring in the catering industry difficult.
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2 census and Statistics Department, 22 June 2015.         
 Source: http://www.censtatd.gov.hk/hkstat/sub/sp200_tc.jsp?productcode=D5250025
3 Objectives, Youth employment and Training Programme. Source: http://www.yes.labour.gov.hk/ypyt/en/sch_objectives.htm

Source C : Unemployment rate by age and sex and overall unemployment  
 in the 2nd Quarter, 2015 (April to June) 2

Source D : Excerpted from Youth Employment and Training    
 Programme (YETP) website 3

With the concerted efforts of the Labour Department, employers and service providers, 

the Youth employment and Training Programme (YeTP) provides a comprehensive 

platform of job search with one-stop and diversified pre-employment and on-the-job 

training for young school leavers aged 15 to 24 with educational attainment at sub-

degree or below level. This programme enables young people to better understand 

themselves and their work aptitudes while enriching their job skills and experience so as 

to enhance employability.

Source: census and Statistics Department

Source: YeTP Website 
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Source E : Excerpted from Legislative Council Press Release,    
 30 January 2013 4

It has been reported that while the present number of unemployed young people aged 

15 to 34 approaches 60 000, there are over 20 000 job vacancies in the retail, hotel and 

catering industries, and more than 3 000 vacancies in the construction industry. There is 

a view that should this group of young people fill the vacancies in these four industries, 

the problem of unemployment among young people will be ameliorated, and the problem 

of manpower shortage in these industries will also be alleviated.

Questions:
1 What impact does the implementation of Statutory Minimum Wage (SMW) have on the 

employment opportunities of the following persons?

(i) Professionals (2 marks)

(ii) Low-skill workers (2 marks)

 reference answer:

(i) no impact

Their wages far exceed the SMW level, therefore the implementation of SMW does not 

affect the company’s labour costs.

(ii) Lowering employment opportunities

Their wages are closer to SMW level and therefore the implementation of SMW will bring 

about higher labour costs. companies may have to downsize their workforce as a result.

4 Legislative council Press release, 30 January 2013. Source: http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/201301/30/P201301300330.htm
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2 With reference to Source B and your knowledge of supply and demand, explain why some 

industries (e.g. catering) have difficulty in hiring labour after the implementation of SMW. 

Using diagram to illustrate your answers. (6 marks) 

 reference answer:

 explanatory text:

 Before the implementation of minimum wage, the equilibrium wage rate of the catering 

industry is at W0 ($22.6).

 after the implementation of minimum wage, the wage rate increases to W1 ($28). as many 

workers change to other industries, the supply of labour decreases from S1 to S2 and hence 

there is an excess demand of labour in catering industry. 
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3 referring to Source c, compare the unemployment situation among youths between 15 and 

24 and those above 15 (combined). Some people believe that this situation is caused by job 

mismatch in the labour market. Do you agree? explain your reasons.  (4 marks)

 reference answer:

 referring to Source c, youths between 15 and 24 suffer a higher unemployment rate than 

those aged above 15. (1 mark)

 agree (1 mark)

 Because youths aged 15 to 24 have mostly just completed their secondary studies and 

have not received career training, even when vacancies exist in some industries they 

may not have the skill or training to fill in such positions, thus employers may not be 

able to hire for some vacancies. (2 marks)

4 referring to Source D, do you think Youth employment and Training Programme (YeTP) can 

achieve the following two goals:

(i) alleviate youth unemployment  (2 marks) 

(ii) Promote youth labour productivity (2 marks)

 reference answer:

(i) can: YePT promotes youth employment through vocational training and providing a job-

seeking platform for youths.

 Or

 Cannot: Market job vacancies for youths are insufficient, and vocational training may not 

help them secure a job

(ii) can: Vocational and on-the-job training help youths meet the requirements of the employer, 

so that they grasp the skills required for the workplace.
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5 Some youth groups suggest that the government can address youth unemployment through 

encouraging youth entrepreneurship. refer to Source e and your personal understanding 

for economics, evaluate the above and suggest ways the Government can alleviate youth 

unemployment (8 marks) 

Evaluate suggestions for youth entrepreneurship

Positive Negative

With government support and funding, 

youths can found their business in 

more favourable conditions.

running a business is expensive in Hong 

Kong, and youth entrepreneurs often find it 

difficult to raise capital.

encouraging youth entrepreneurship 

may inject innovation into Hong 

Kong society, promoting diversity in 

industries and products

The economic structure of Hong Kong is 

monotonous, making it difficult for small-

scale and innovative industries to thrive.

Ways that the Government can address youth unemployment

 Offer entrepreneurship support services to create job opportunities 

 Offer vocational training to promote youth career mobility and alleviate present labour 

shortage in some of the industries.

 Offer traffic subsidies and promote geographical mobility for youths, so that youths from 

remote districts can work at other district with greater labour shortage.

 Provide more education subsidies and places in post-secondary institutions, so that 

unemployed secondary school graduates may continue their studies.

 collaborate with the commercial sector to provide placement opportunities for youths.
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 Provide subsidies to industries with labour shortage for launching trainee programmes, to 

encourage more youths to join these industries.

 Invest in infrastructure and facilities that match youth’s skills and strengths, and develop 

new industries.

 Students should provide examples to explain their suggestions.

 (note: students may use part of the answers from (1) to (4) in answering (5), but their 

arguments must be structured.)

Marking scheme:

Marks Description of level achieved

7-8 accurate grasp of economics concepts and theories

In-depth analysis and application by referring to the source/information

Supports consolidation/evaluation with suitable theories and evidence

coherently and clearly articulated arguments

Good structure and logical coherence

4-6 fair grasp of economic concepts and theories

Moderate analysis and application by referring to the source/information

attempts consolidation/evaluation with some theories and evidence

Uses language to clearly convey messages

Makes structured arguments

1-3 Weak grasp of economic concepts and theories

Minimal analysis and application 

Displays limited linguistic competence

Disjointed and loosely organised arguments
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Example 6 :  Traffic Congestion in Hong Kong

Topic: Traffic Congestion in Hong Kong

Relevant economics 
topics:

Opportunity cost; externality; demand and supply

Type of material: Photographs, comics, statistics

Question design 
(Total marks: 26)

elementary-level questions (19 marks); advanced-level 

questions (7 marks)

Rationale of the question design:

Traffic congestion in Hong Kong has been a topic of social concern for years, and 

discussions for resolving traffic congestion through Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) has 

been on-going for decades. This topic introduces the issue of traffic congestion using 

photographs, followed by discussions about the impact of traffic congestions on individual 

cost, individual choices and society. finally, the concept of eTc is introduced so that 

students can understand how it works and analyse it from an economics perspective, 

and learn to balance the views of different stakeholders.
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Source A

 entrance to the cross-Harbour Tunnel during rush hours

 entrance to the Western Harbour Tunnel during rush hours
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Cross-Harbour Tunnel Western Harbour Tunnel

$20 $60

Toll for private cars
Source B 

Source: Transport Department

Source C

Below is a conversation between two friends, Lotte and David,
using a phone messaging app.

I had a narrow miss today! I overslept 
and was nearly late for a contract 
signing with my clients.

Usually when I drove over to the Island side, I took the cross-
Harbour Tunnel. Today, I used the Western Harbour Tunnel. I 
made it on time and successfully signed the contract!

David Lotte

What did u do?
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Source D : Report on Study of Road Traffic Congestion in Hong Kong

Hong Kong has a severe issue of road traffic congestion, which affects not only individual 

motorists, but also results in inconvenience to society as a whole. apart from the time 

wasted during congestion, many people also need to allow extra time for the journey 

to cater for the uncertainty in trip time due to congestion, and the amount of extra time 

allowed could be substantial if the consequence of delay is high (e.g. late for work with 

penalty, late for important meetings, loss of business opportunities, etc.). When goods 

or services cannot be delivered on time, the business sectors need to incur additional 

inventory costs, logistics costs and even compensation costs. While stuck in road traffic 

congestion, vehicles need to stop temporarily and frequently, resulting in a stop-and-

go traffic pattern. Such traffic pattern increases the total operating cost of vehicles, 

as vehicles consume more fuel when being used in such a way. Long traffic queue in 

congestion worsens roadside air quality, which not only exacerbates the threat to public 

health, but also affects the quality of life and the image of Hong Kong as a world-class 

metropolis. This will undermine Hong Kong’s attractiveness for overseas companies to 

establish regional headquarters/branch offices in Hong Kong.

Source: Report on Study of Road Traffic Congestion in Hong Kong, Transport advisory committee, 
December 2014
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Source E:  Council for Sustainable Development

The Government is studying the feasibility of using Electronic Toll 

Collection (ETC) to solve the problem of traffic congestion in Hong Kong.

Singapore has used electronic road pricing since the 1970s, which operates as 

follows:

Singapore has used road pricing since 1975. Its initial manual systems were replaced in 

1998 with an electronic road pricing (erP) system covering the city’s main commercial 

area, the central Business District (which was known as the “restricted zone”), and 

the island's expressways. The erP is operated by the Land Transport authority (LTa) 

and is based on a short-range detection mechanism. Vehicles fitted with a stored-value 

card are registered as they pass short-range radio detectors mounted on fixed gantry 

points leading into the restricted zone. Depending on the time and location, an amount is 

deducted, varying from S$0.25 to S$3.00. no toll is charged during off-peak hours.

Since implementing the erP the LTa has found road traffic has decreased with fewer 

vehicles within the restricted zone while the system is in operation. More car-pooling, 

increases of traffic-flow speeds in the restricted zone and easing of peak vehicular traffic 

into non-peak periods further indicate a more efficient usage of roads. Despite a growth 

in traffic volumes over the years, the average speeds on expressways and major roads 

have remained unchanged.

Source: Website of the council for Sustainable Development
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Source F

Below are the views of different stakeholders about electronic Toll collection (eTc):

Taxi and minibus drivers

retailers at Pedestrian Streets
in Mong Kok

an economist

chain stores within
traffic congestion zones

eTc adds to my costs and makes 
business even more difficult.

We rely on speedy commercial delivery 
services. Traffic congestion makes 
it harder for us to load or unload our 
goods. If eTc is implemented, truck 
drivers will charge us extra.

More people gather at traffic 
control districts, thus offering 
more business opportunities

eTc increases government income.
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Questions:
1 according to Source A, during rush hours which tunnel has more features of a public good? 

(3 marks)

answer: 

Western Harbour Tunnel 

 During rush hour, Western Harbour Tunnel is more non-rival in nature comparing to cross 

Harbour Tunnel. When a driver uses the tunnel, others can use it simultaneously without 

reducing its availability.

 On the contrary, there is congestion in cross Harbour Tunnel during rush hour. an extra driver 

using the tunnel will lead to extra driving time for other drivers, hence it is more rival for use of 

cross Harbour Tunnel.

2 referring to Sources a, B and c, in terms of the concept of cost, explain why David goes to 

the Hong Kong Island using the Western Harbour Tunnel and not the cross-Harbour Tunnel? 

(4 marks)

answer: 

Total costs of driving include monetary costs and non-monetary costs (time costs).

 When David uses the Western Harbour Tunnel, although his monetary costs ($60) are higher, 

the time costs are relatively low because of the smooth traffic. (E.g.: Giving up the returns 

gained by working during that period)

 When David uses the cross-Harbour Tunnel, although his monetary costs ($20) are lower, the 

time costs are relatively high because of traffic congestion (E.g.: Giving up the returns gained 

by working during that period)

 Because the total costs David incurs by using the Western Harbour Tunnel is lower than that 

incurred by using the cross-Harbour Tunnel, he has chosen to use the Western Harbour 

Tunnel.

S1
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3 according to Source D, use an example to illustrate the external costs incurred by driving to a 

traffic congestion district? (4 marks)

answer:

 When drivers enter a traffic congestion district, the interests of other road users are damaged 

which are not compensated by the driver. These damages include:

 Increased travel time for other citizens.

 When other business operator fails to deliver goods or services on time, they may have to 

pay additional inventory or logistics costs, or even make compensations.

 The gasoline consumption of the cars of other drivers may increase, raising the overall 

costs of driving.

 roadside air quality deteriorates and public health is endangered

 Quality of life of the public and the image of Hong Kong as an international metropolis 

suffer.

 This may lead to divergence between private and social costs, creating external costs.

 (May choose one of the damages caused by driving into a congested area.)

4 according to Source e, how does electronic Toll collection (eTc) improve efficiency? 

(3 marks)

answer:  

 as drivers have not considered the impact of their action on the others, but are only concerned 

with private benefits and private costs. Given the number of vehicles, the marginal social 

costs is higher than marginal social benefits, and net loss is resulted from traffic congestion 

(too many vehicles).

 after implementing eTc, a toll will be payable when driving into a busy road, increasing the 

marginal private costs of drivers. The number of vehicles may decrease and approach the 

level of efficiency. 
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5 referring to Source f, how does eTc affect the market pricing and availability of the minibus 

service? (5 marks)

 answer:

 affect implementation of eTc, minibuses have to pay a toll when using the toll area.

 Operation costs of minibuses will rise, and supply will drop.

 Minibus fare will rise and the number of minibuses will drop.
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6 consolidating Sources a to f, to what extent do you agree that eTc should be used to resolve 

traffic congestion? (7 marks)

 Suggested answer

 reference answers:

P

Agree: Disagree:

On overall efficiency:

• Travel congestion creates external 
costs. When drivers only consider 
private benefits and private costs, 
the number of vehicles exceeds 
efficiency level causing net loss.

• If ETC is deployed, the marginal 
private costs of drivers increase as 
the number of vehicles decreases 
and approaches efficiency level. Net 
losses decrease.

• By using ETC, Government income 
increases which can be used to build 
bypasses or compensate vehicles 
affected by the policy, e.g.: trucks that 
cannot avoid using the toll area.

On benefits:

• If ETC is deployed cars must be fitted 
with store-value cards and detectors be 
installed in toll areas. If the costs of such 
devices exceed the benefits brought 
about by lowered vehicle flow, the overall 
benefits are questionable.

On economic development

• If by using ETC the private costs 
of driving have increased and the 
number of vehicles lowered, air 
pollution may be alleviated and 
overseas enterprises may consider 
setting up offices or headquarters in 
Hong Kong.

• Commercial operators may make 
more accurate estimations for goods 
or service delivery times, with better 
assurance of service quality.

• Traffic control areas generally creates 
a higher pedestrian flow, which will 
benefit local retailers.

On the development of transport sector:

• Both pr ivate car owners and publ ic 
transport services providers (taxis and 
minibus drivers) have to pay the toll, 
which raises the operat ing costs of 
services providers and may the number 
of such providers, which may impact the 
development of the transport sector.

• The operating costs of companies that 
rely on commercial delivery services will 
rise, and the development of the transport 
industry may suffer.

• When the fares of public road transport 
rises and availability drops, citizens relying 
on such transport may be affected.
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Agree: Disagree:

On fairness:

• Both high- income and low- income 
individuals pay the same toll when using 
the toll roads, and such expenses take up 
a higher percentage of the income of the 
low-income individuals than that of high-
income individuals.

Marking scheme:

Marks Description of level achieved

6-7 applies relevant economic theories to clearly explain the impact of 

implementing eTc on various stakeholders.

3-5 applies relevant economic theories to adequately explain the impact of 

implementing eTc on various stakeholders.

1-2 roughly outlines the impact of implementing eTc on various 

stakeholders.
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Example 7 : Education and Income Inequality

Topic: education; income inequality

Relevant economics 
topics:

causes for income inequality; solutions for income inequality

Type of material: Statistics; government reports; newspaper articles; diagrams

Question design 
(Total marks: 26)

elementary-level questions (10 marks); advanced-level 

questions (16 marks)

Rationale of the question design:

Question (1) assesses students’ understanding of data trends. Question (2) assesses 

their application of economics knowledge. Question (3) requires them to comprehend the 

material; questions (4) and (5) assess their foundational economics knowledge. Question 

(6) askes students to consolidate Sources B and D, make inferences as to the changes 

in demand and supply of the labour market, and draw a diagram to prove the conclusion 

provided by the question. This last question is more demanding and requires advanced 

competence in analytical skills.

Question (7) requires students to discuss whether using government resources to 

increase the number of post-secondary education places is an effective way to improve 

youth income. It is a value-judgement question aimed at assessing whether students can 

apply economics theories as a tool for informed analysis.

Students should apply economics concepts and theories (e.g. equalizing opportunities, 

human resources, aggregate demand, long-term aggregate supply, use of scarce 

resources), and answer by referencing the sources and the social realities of youth 

employment and income.
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Source A : The following table shows the median of monthly income of  
working population by primary occupation and educational attainment   
(highest level attended) from 2006 to 2011 1

Median of monthly income for
primary occupation (HKD)

Education level
(highest level attended)

2006 2011

Unschooled/pre-school 5,500 6,900

Primary 7,000 8,000

Junior secondary 8,000 8,500

Senior Secondary 10,000 10,000

advanced Level 9,500 10,000

Post-secondary: diploma/certificate 11,500 13,500

Post-secondary: associate degree 12,000 12,360

Post-secondary:
undergraduate degree

19,500 25,000

1 census and Statistics Department, HKSar Government, 2012. Source: http://www.censtatd.gov.hk
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Source B: Excepted from:         
Hong Kong’s Post-80s Generation: Profiles and Predicaments 2 Report

• The young post-80s generation is the major beneficiary of the higher education 

expansion in the 1990s, and they have enjoyed more educational opportunities than 

those in the same age group in earlier years. 

• Improved education does not necessarily lead to more employment opportunities. 

Unemployment rates have been increasing in the past decade for young people, 

particularly for the post -80s generation, even among those with tertiary education. 

• among those who are employed, the highly educated ones have a much less chance 

of obtaining a managerial or professional job than before, although they are still 

more likely to find such a job than those who do not have higher education. They are 

increasingly driven to associate professional and clerical jobs, and to some extent, 

sales and service jobs. 

• The problems that the post-80s generation faces are not unique to Hong Kong, but 

are rather associated with the stage of economic development. The growth in the 

number of managerial and professional jobs in the service sector cannot keep pace 

with dramatic expansions in the higher education sector. 

Source C: Excerpted from a newspaper article in 2014

Youth Income has Remained Unchanged for a Decade

Studies have pointed out that as the level of education of youths aged between 15 and 

24 continues to rise, their income is not increasing, causing them to lose confidence in 

their chances for upward mobility.

Studies point out that in the decade between 2001 and 2011, the median monthly income 

for youths aged between 15 and 24 stayed level at around HK$8,000, and its deviation 

from the median monthly income of the overall working population has expanded from 

27.3% in 2001 to 33.3% in 2011.

2 central Policy Unit, 22 July 2010.           
 Source: http://www.cpu.gov.hk/doc/en/research_reports/HK's%20Post%2080s%20Generation%20-%20Profiles%20and%20 
 Predicaments.pdf
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Source D: Statistics on full-time accredited self-financing   
post-secondary programmes and students statistics 3

3 Information Portal for accredited Self-financing Post-secondary Programmes and Students.     
 Source: http://www.ipass.gov.hk/edb/index.php/ch/home/statheader/stat/stat_el_index

11-12 12-13

Questions:
1 referring to Source a, point out the relationship between education level and income. (2 marks) 

2 explain the relationship between education level and income as stated in (1).  (2 marks)

3 referring to Sources B and c, explain whether youths with higher levels of education enjoy 

better income. (2 marks) 

4 apart from education level, explain 2 reasons causing income inequality. (4 marks)

5 explain one economic issue possibly caused by income inequality. (2 marks)
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6 referring to Sources B and D, use a supply-demand diagram to explain why “in the decade 

between 2001 and 2011, the median monthly income for youths aged between 15 and 24 

stayed level at around HK$8,000.” (6 marks)

7 referring to the above, and applying your economics knowledge, discuss whether using 

government resources to increase the number of post-secondary education places is an 

effective way to improve youth income. (8 marks) 

Reference answers:
1 Positive relation – the higher the level of education, the higher the median monthly income. (2 marks)

2 education can increase the human resource of labour, promote labour productivity, leading to 

improved income for labour. (2 marks) 

3 no. (1 mark)

 Source B indicates that youths have difficulties finding job, and their unemployment rate 

increases with time.

 Source c indicates that median monthly income for youth stays level at HK$8,000, and did 

not rise with the education level.

 any one of the above (1 mark)

4 • Difference in labour quality:

  employers tend to hire labour with exemplary qualities, and are willing to pay them higher wages.

 • Difference in work environment:

  Health risks posed by the work/ work facilities / location. for example, if employers want to  

 attract labour to work at inferior work environments, they need to pay higher wages.
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• Difference in geography, age and sex:

 for example, after accumulating experience and skills, workers’ income would rise.

 The work experience of certain women is limited by their pregnancy. They need to care for 

children or do housework.

 for example, when labour supply in a certain district is more abundant, average labour 

income would be less.

 any two of the above, 2 marks each.

5 Low income individuals→ expressing their discontent against severe income inequality in 

ways such as protests → social instability → impedes economic growth (2 marks)

6

Explanatory text:

Source B shows that opportunities for managerial/professional positions are fewer than before, and 

growth in demand for highly educated labour (positions) is slow (1 mark)

Source D shows that supply of highly educated labour (youths) continues to rise. (1 mark)

If the rate of increase in demand and supply is similar, wages will stay the same. (1 mark)

Diagram

D ↑ (1 mark)
S ↑ (1 mark)
Wages stay the same (1 mark)
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7 The answer may include the following:

Yes No

- education is a policy to equalize 
opportunities – and encourages self-
sufficiency

- education may increase human 
resources. Low income in youths 
may be caused by insuff ic ient 
exper ience.  In  the long term, 
education and income is positively 
related.

- Opportunity-equalising policies 
can prevent income-equalising 
policies from suppressing economic 
development

- Subsidy for higher education does 
not only increase human resources 
fo r  you ths ,  bu t  a l so  impac ts 
positively on scientific research, thus 
boosting Hong Kong’s productivity. 

- education expenditure is part of 
aggregate demand, and in the short 
term that can encourage economic 
growth.

- according to Sources B and c, increase 
in post-secondary education places has 
little effect on improving youth income.

- If government resources are not allocated 
for education, these resources can be 
used to address youth employment/
income issues for example provide 
support for other industries to increase 
youth employment opportunities 

- according to Source B, there is a mismatch 
between economic development and 
education, in that there are more well-
educated post-secondary graduates 
than available job vacancies for youths. 
education alone is not an effective policy 
to address youth income and employment 
issues.
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Marks Description

7-8 accurate grasp of economic concepts and theories

In-depth analysis and application by referring to the source/information

Supports consolidation/evaluation with suitable theories and evidence

coherently and clearly articulated arguments

Good structure and logical coherence

4-6 fair grasp of economic concepts and theories

Moderate analysis and application by referring to the source/ 

information 

attempts consolidation/evaluation with some theories and evidence

Uses language to clearly convey messages

Makes structured arguments

1-3 Weak grasp of economic concepts and theories

Minimal analysis and application 

Displays limited linguistic competence

Disjointed and loosely organised arguments

0 Level does not fulfil the minimum requirements for assessment

Marking scheme:
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Example 8 : Individual Visit Scheme and the  
 Hong Kong Economy

Topic: Individual Visit Scheme and Hong Kong economy

Relevant economics 
topics:

Macro-economic performance; economic performance 

indicators; aggregate demand; aggregate supply

Type of material: news, statistics, diagram

Question design 
(Total marks: 22)

elementary-level questions (14 marks); advanced-level 

questions (8 marks)

Rationale of the question design:

Since the HKSar Government launched the Individual Visit Scheme (IVS) for Mainland 

tourists, Hong Kong has seen a change in its direction and mode of economic 

development. The huge influx of Mainland visitors has led to significant economic growth 

and new employment opportunities for Hong Kong, yet at the same time has also created 

spillover effects. This question first introduces the number of visitors allowing students 

to analyse the relationship between tourism and economic performance using economic 

concepts. Ultimately, students should be able to establish their positioning and explore 

the benefits and drawbacks of the policy of tightening IVS visitor numbers.

The questions require students to possess higher order competencies in data analysis 

and processing. Hence, the questions are rather challenging, assessing not just students’ 

grasp of basic economics concepts but also their understanding of the materials and 

whether they can adequately apply provided materials to prove mentioned economics 

theories and knowledge.
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Source A : “Individual Visit Scheme” (IVS) visitor numbers

Source B : Consumption expenditure in the local market

Year
IVS Visitors to Hong Kong

(1,000 heads)
Share of IVS visitors in total 

visitor arrivals

2004 4,260 19.5%

2013 27,460 50.6%

Year
Private consumption 

expenditure
(HK$ million)

Expenditure by
non-residents in
the local market

(HK$ million)

2004 771,443 71,235

2013 1,404,527 303,541
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Source C: Activities and shopping list for overnight IVS visitors

academics believe that as Hong Kong relies on import 
goods, and that goods purchased by tourists as well 
as the factors of production that tourism needs have to 
be imported, tourism only brings income for the retail 
sector.
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Source D

according to a study by the european commission, the continued growth of visitors to 

a tourist area may lead to negative social impacts, such as conflicts between tourists 

and local residents over the use of public transport, enjoyment of attractions (museums, 

public parks, etc.) and recreational amenities (pubs, theatres, restaurants, etc.). The 

past decade has seen a proliferation of shops in popular shopping areas selling high-end 

consumer goods and daily necessities sought-after by the Mainland visitors, leading to 

rising shop rentals. This has resulted in the relocation of some small shops to other less 

popular areas where rentals are more affordable.

Source E

The launch of IVS in 2003 has impacted positively on Hong Kong’s economy. In 2012, 

economic contributions by IVS amounted to 1.3% of Hong Kong’s GDP, and created job 

opportunities equivalent to 3.1% of the population. However, rental indices of private 

retail properties have also rocketed from 92.8 in 2003 to 165.5 in 2013.

Source (Sources a to e): Individual Visit Scheme Legco research Brief     

http://www.legco.gov.hk/research-publications/english/1314rb06-individual-visit-scheme-20140507-e.pdf
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Questions:
1 referring to Sources a and B, analyse how growth in visitor numbers could help boost Hong 

Kong’s GDP. (6 marks)

2 referring to Source c, explain why the value-added approach is more suitable than the 

expenditure approach in calculating the contributions of Individual Visit Scheme (IVS) to Hong 

Kong’s GDP. (4 marks)

3 referring to Source D, point out and explain the limitations in calculating the contributions of 

IVS to Hong Kong’s GDP. (4 marks)

4 There are views pointing out that the existing number of IVS visitors is overtaxing Hong 

Kong’s handling capacity. referring to the sources and applying relevant knowledge in 

economics, discuss the benefits and drawbacks to tightening the IVS visitor quota. (8 marks)

When deciding the sequence of questions, teachers may first review the sequence of 

the sources. for example, Source c, the content of which is easier to grasp, should be 

placed before Source D. This will help students digest the content of the data-response 

question set. Therefore, even when question 3 is more closely related to question 1, out 

of considerations for information processing, questions related to Source c should be 

prioritized.
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Reference answers:
1 referring to Sources a and B, analyse how growth in visitor numbers could help boost Hong 

Kong’s GDP. (6 marks)

 Suggested answer:

 Since 2003, the continual increase in visitor numbers (from 4.26 million in 2004 to 27.46 

million) brought about an increase of non-resident expenditures (export services) from HK$70 

billion in 2004 to $300 billion in 2013.

 Also, the significant growth in export services brought about more business and employment 

opportunities and greater confidence in consumption. Private consumption expenses grew 

from 770 billion in 2003 to 1,400 billion in 2013.

 Hence, the growth in visitor numbers has led to the increase in export services (X), while the 

increase in X promotes local consumption (C), and finally leading to a growth in GDP.

2 referring to Source c, explain why the value-added approach is more suitable than the 

expenditure approach in calculating the contributions of Individual Visit Scheme (IVS) to Hong 

Kong’s GDP. (4 marks)

 Suggested answer:

 Hong Kong relies on imported goods, yet most of the goods purchased by tourists come from 

overseas – meaning that its production value is not contributed by local based production 

units, and are not counted as part of the GDP. Local shops only engage in value-adding in the 

sales process, thus the value-added approach is more helpful in calculating the contributions 

of IVS to GDP. (for example, the consumption expenditure generated by purchasing imported 

souvenirs and retail goods is calculated only from the service value provided by local vendors, 

but not the sales value of the goods themselves.)
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3 referring to Source D, point out and explain the limitations in calculating the contributions of 

IVS to Hong Kong’s GDP. (4 marks)

 Suggested answer:

 Marking scheme: elaboration using economics and illustration examples

 GDP calculations does not fully reflect the impact of IVS on Hong Kong’s economy (many 

economic values are not representable by c, I, G and X), leading to an overly optimistic 

assessment of GDP or standards of living.

 for example, the continued growth in visitor numbers may negatively impact the society, 

causing inflation, traffic congestion and overdependence on certain industries. The GDP 

equation does not take these into account, which is why the overall economic contributions of 

IVS may be overstated.

4 There are views pointing out that the existing number of IVS visitors is overtaxing Hong 

Kong’s handling capacity. referring to the sources and applying relevant knowledge in 

economics, discuss the benefits and drawbacks to tightening the IVS visitor quota. (8 marks)

 Suggested answer:

 Benefits:

- Positive impact on economic development (avoiding overdependence on any one industry)

- alleviates the high costs of living (Slows rental growth and lowers prices of goods)

- Minimises external effects/costs caused by IVS

 Drawbacks:

- Hinders economic growth (Source e: in 2012, economic contributions by IVS amounted 

to1.3% of Hong Kong’s GDP)

- Tightening IVS visitor numbers reduces number of tourists and tourism income (lowering 

the demand for export services), indirectly impacting workers in the tourism and retail 

industries (Source e: IVS created job opportunities equivalent to 3.1% of the population). 

The resulting ripple effect will lead to a reduction in private consumption expenditure 

(Sources a and B). The economy will ultimately suffer.
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Marks Description of level achieved

7-8 comprehensively discusses the benefits and drawbacks of tightening 

the IVS quota, and applies relevant economic theories and sources for 

supplementing the arguments.

4-6 Fairly effective in discussing the benefits and drawbacks of tightening 

the IVS quota; mentions relevant economic concepts and attempts to 

supplement the explanation using the sources.

1-3 Limited discussion in pointing out the benefits and drawbacks of 

tightening the IVS policy, yet the focus is not on Hong Kong’s economic 

development.

Marking scheme:
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Example 9 : Population Ageing and Public  
 Medical Expenditure

Topic: Population ageing

Relevant economics 
topics:

GDP, demand and supply, efficiency and fairness

Type of material: Statistics, reports

Question design 
(Total marks: 28)

elementary-level questions (20 marks), advanced-level 

questions (8 marks)

Rationale of the question design:

Population ageing poses an issue for all developed regions. However, the ageing 

population has led to diverse social and economic problems including labour and 

increase in society’s medical costs. This topic will focus on discussing the options 

for medical financing. The question will begin with medical expenditure in relation to 

national income and the proportion of youths compared to elderly persons, then discuss 

the increasing burden of ageing population on medical expenses, and further explore 

the stress imposed on the government’s fiscal reserves. Students should grasp the 

two production decisions – tax-based and market-oriented, compare their benefits and 

drawbacks, then evaluate both as approaches to medical financing.

Source A

2001/02 2020 2030

% of Public Health expenditure in GDP 3.1% 4.3% 5.3%

% of Public Health expenditure in total 
Government expenditure 14.5% 21.5% 26.5%

Source: Legislative council http://www.legco.gov.hk/yr06-07/english/panels/hs/papers/hs0717cb2-2460-1-e.pdf
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Source B

Source C:  Excerpted from: Development and Financing of 
 Hong Kong’s Future Health Care

Source: the 2013-14 Budget, HKSar Government

Source: Legislative council    http://www.legco.gov.hk/yr06-07/chinese/panels/hs/papers/hs0717cb2-2460-1-c.pdf

Hong Kong’s health system faces a number of challenges, including the following:

I. rising morbidity rate for certain common diseases: Despite impressive health 

indicators in terms of life expectancy and infant mortality rate, the morbidity rate for 

certain common illnesses, such as diabetes mellitus and the different kinds of cancer 

which are the number one killers in Hong Kong, are rising. Long waiting lists, stress 

of modern life, under-development of preventive and primary care, have contributed 

to a worsening of this rising trend.

II. Low health awareness – The public ’s over-reliance on treatment and tendency to go 

for quick fixes suggest that there is much that must be done in instilling a sense of self - 

responsibility for one’s own health and in strengthening the focus on health and wellness.
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Source D

Source E : Projection on fiscal reserves

Emergency Room in Public Hospitals HK$100 per consultation

Private Clinic HK$500 per consultation

Source: Hospital authority website http://www.ha.org.hk/visitor/ha_visitor_text_index.asp?Parent_ID=10044& 
content_ID=10045&Ver=TeXT

Source: report of the Working Group on Long-Term fiscal Planning
http://www.fstb.gov.hk/tb/tc/docs/8_chapter_4_chi.pdf
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Source F : Suggestions for medical reform

Source: Development and financing of Hong Kong’s future Health care: a report  The Bauhinia 
foundation research centre

after evaluating the benefits and drawbacks of “financing public medical care through 

taxation”, our conclusion is that Hong Kong has an efficient and effective tax - based 

financing approach to provide for people’s needs for essential health care. However, 

Hong Kong has a limited capacity to provide for major expansions in health care 

services. It will incapacitate the Government’s financial position if it is to subsidize all of 

Hong Kong’s future health care needs. Besides taxation, we should consider introducing 

a Medical Savings account (MSa) scheme to ensure that Hong Kong residents would 

accumulate some savings to contribute to their future health care needs, especially after 

they have reached retirement age. Such a scheme should be mandatory for those in 

employment. contributions to the savings accounts are normally compulsory.  Medical 

savings accounts attempt to address the ageing population – each person saves up for 

his/her medical needs after retirement, and will not be a burden to the next generation.

Questions:
1 referring to Source a, identify the changes in the percentage of public health expenditure in 

GDP between 2001 and 2030? (2 marks)

2 assuming that the supply curve of public medical services is upward sloping to the right, with 

the help of a diagram and referring the Sources a, c and D, speculate on the change in the 

queueing times at public hospitals. (8 marks)

3 With the help of a diagram, how does government provision of public medical services at 

below-market pricing cause a loss in efficiency? (6 marks)

4 On the basis of fairness, discuss taxation as a way to finance public health care. (4 marks)
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5 Referring to Sources E and F, compare the benefits and drawbacks of financing public health 

care using a medical savings account (MSa) scheme and by taxation. (8 marks)

Suggested answers
1 referring to Source a, identify the changes in the percentage of public health expenditure in 

GDP between 2001 and 2030? (2 marks)

• rising from 3.1% to 5.3%.

2 assuming that the supply curve of public medical services is upward sloping to the right, with 

the help of a diagram and referring the Sources a, c and D, speculate on the change in the 

queueing times at public hospitals. (8 marks)

• Pricing of public medical services is lower than equilibrium pricing, causing the demand to 

exceed the supply.

• excess demand has been created, and patients have to queue up for public health care services.

• rising morbidity rate for common diseases, over-dependence on treatments and increase 

in elderly population has led to a rise in demand for public medical care.

• Increase in demand further aggravates the excess demand. Queues at public hospitals 

grow longer.

Q

 Diagram:

 • Pricing of public hospitals is 

lower than equilibrium pricing

 • Increasing demand

 • Increase in excess demand 

(from a to b)
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3 With the help of a diagram, how does government provision of public medical services at 

below-market pricing cause a loss in efficiency? (6 marks)

• Services of public hospitals are offered at below equilibrium pricing

• Quantity decreases from efficient quantity (Q2) to (Q1)

• Total social surplus drops from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 to 1, 2, 4, 6.

• Insufficiency of production creates net loss (3, 5)

       Diagram:

• Quantity decreases from Q2 to Q1

• net loss (3,5)

4 On the basis of fairness, discuss taxation as a way to finance public health care. (4 marks)

Through taxation, high-income individuals may suffer a drop in disposable income.

 Persons with lower time costs/ lower income may enjoy public medical care services (which 

are priced below market pricing) and save medical expenses.

Income distribution becomes more balanced, creating equalisation of income.
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5 Referring to Sources E and F, compare the benefits and drawbacks of financing public health 

care using a medical savings account (MSa) scheme and by taxation. (8 marks)

Suggested answers:

Benefits of MSA scheme:

• Prevents the government from depleting its reserves.

• Under the scheme, working persons at a certain income level need to make mandatory 

contributions to their medical savings account. They can use the savings in the future to 

choose medical services. Private medical services are determined by market supply and 

demand, increasing market efficiency.

• The plan only applies to working persons with a certain level of income, while low-income 

individuals are still covered by public health care.

• Does not increase the burden of taxation on youths.

The drawbacks of MSa scheme:

• Less flexibility for the public to determine the use of the income.

• Less effective in narrowing the poverty gap.

Benefits of financing public health care through taxation:

• Income distribution becomes more balanced, creating equalisation of income.

Drawbacks of financing public health care through taxation:

• Lower efficiency in the public health care market and insufficient production, creating net 

loss

• Taxation leads to lowered disposable income in high-income individuals, creating a 

disincentive effect
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• Demand exceeds supply in the public health care market leading to longer queue 

times. Services are often allocated to persons with lower time costs/ lower income, not 

necessarily patients who need it most.

• financial reserves of the government will be depleted.

• a significant portion of the tax paid by the younger generation will be used to support 

medical expenses of the elderly.

Marking scheme:

Marks Description of level achieved

7-8 Applies relevant economics theories to clearly compare the benefits and 

drawbacks of the MSa scheme and taxation.

4-6 Applies relevant economics theories to adequately compare the benefits 

and drawbacks of the MSa scheme and taxation.

1-3 roughly or fails to compare the benefits and drawbacks of the MSa 

scheme and taxation.
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Example 10 : Japan’s Economic Revival Measures

Topic: Japan’s economic revival Measures

Relevant economics 
topics:

aggregate demand and supply; the quantity theory of money; 

inflation; employment, balance of trade

Type of material: news, statistics

Question design 
(Total marks: 26)

elementary-level questions (18 marks), advanced-level 

questions (8 marks)

Rationale of the question design:

The economic revival measures adopted by Abe Shinzō, Japan’s Prime Minister 

(commonly called abenomics) comprises three aspects that are closely related to 

macroeconomics topics in the DSe, including aggregate demand and supply, the quantity 

theory of money, inflation, employment and balance of trade. Students may apply the 

case of Japan to integrate the knowledge of various topics and flexibly analyse the 

economic situation of the real world.

In selection of materials and layout, Sources a and B introduce the economic revival 

measures such that students can better understand the objectives and underlying 

economic concepts of such measures. Sources c and D point out that under the 

influence of external factors including dropping oil prices and slowing international trade, 

Japan’s economic revival measures may not have the desired effect, such that students 

will notice the gap between reality and expected goals. Lastly, in question 4, students are 

required to evaluate the effectiveness and sustainability of the measures by consolidating 

the above materials and answer the question through economic analysis.
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Source A: Introduction of Japan’s economic revival measures

Source B: Reasons why Japan is stimulating inflation as explained by   
 a professor in the US

The Japanese Prime Minister Abe Shinzō implemented a series of economic stimulus 

measures in 2012 in the hopes of achieving the target of 2% inflation in 2 years. These 

measures comprised the following 3 aspects:

1. Quantitative easing monetary policy: through open market operations by the Bank 

of Japan, buy and hold national bonds to devaluate the Japanese yen, so as to 

encourage exports and consumption.

2. Increase expenditures: the government increases the budget for building public 

infrastructure across the nation, leading to an annual growth in GDP.

3. Structural economic reforms: structural reforms tackle issues including population 

ageing, by encouraging re-employment of married women (who used to give up 

their career upon marriage), open up the domestic market, and relaxing stringent 

immigration policies.

Source: consolidated from various newspapers

assuming that monetary easing increases the contents of the people’s 

wallets from 10,000 yen to 20,00 yen, they will spend more readily. 

companies will earn more, so will their staff. This way, Japan can free 

itself from the long-running deflation and realise economic growth.

— quoted from a professor in the US
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Source C: Drop in international oil prices

Source D: Japan’s economic performance

Head of the Japanese Central Bank: oil prices may affect whether

the intended inflation target can be reached 

Haruhiko Kuroda, Governor of the Japanese central Bank, said that while the recent 

oil price drops would benefit the Japanese economy, it would also suppress inflation 

growth. He stresses that Japan has an adjustable timetable in reaching its 2% inflation 

target, and the time required will depend on international oil prices. Given the existing 

circumstances, he believes that the growth in Japan’s consumer price index (cPI) may 

slow down for a time.

 Source: consolidated from various newspapers

With Japan’s economic depression, “Abenomics” may need adjustments

recently economists have lowered projections of Japan’s GDP in the 2nd quarter of 

2015. The International Monetary fund (IMf) reminds Japan that it should not rely 

excessively on the quantitative easing monetary policy, as it might weaken the demand 

for domestic expenditure. also, stimulating export through devaluating the yen may 

inspire other nations to follow suit and raise their competitiveness through currency 

devaluation.

 Source: consolidated from various reports
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Source E: Projections of Elderly Population Percentages in Asian Regions

Source: United nations, Department of economic and Social affairs, Population Division (2015).
World Population Prospects: The 2015 revision, custom data acquired via website.

Questions:
1 referring to Source B, use economics theories to explain why quantitative easing 

monetary policy can help free Japan from deflation in the short term, and realise economic 

growth. (3 marks)

2 referring to Sources a and c, with the help of an aD-aS diagram, explain why Japan may not 

achieve the 2% inflation target through the quantitative easing monetary policy. (8 marks)

3 referring to Source D, explain whether the devaluation of the Japanese yen will necessarily 

improve export. (4 marks)
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4 referring to Source e, and without using diagrams, explain how the change in Japan’s 

elderly population percentage will affect the nation’s output. (3 marks)

5 “Japan’s economic stimulus policy is only short term and not a sustainable and effective 

measure”. consolidating the above sources, and applying your knowledge in economics, 

evaluate the above statement. (8 marks)

 

Reference answers
1. answer:

 explain using the aD-aS model:

 When money supply increases, assuming all other factors remain the same, the market 

interest rates may drop. When interest rates drop, expenditures and investment increase. 

Given all other factors stay the same, price level and gross output increase.

 or

 Using the quantity theory of money:

 according to the quantity theory of money i.e. MV=PY, assuming that velocity of circulation 

(V) remains unchanged, when money supply increases in the short term, the level of price (P) 

and real GDP (Y) increase. (3 marks)

 (Simply quoting from the source: “Increasing the contents of the people’s wallets from 

10,000 yen to 20,000 yen, they will spend more readily. companies will earn more, so 

will their staff. This way, Japan can free itself from the long-running deflation and realise 

economic growth” – 0 marks)

2 answer: Quantitative easing monetary policy increases money supply and lowers interest 

rates, causing private consumption (c) and investment expenditures (I) to increase. as the 

Japanese yen devaluates, the price of Japan-manufactured goods will drop when exchanged 

as foreign currencies, thus increasing domestic export (X). 

 Thus, aD rises and drives up the price level (3 marks)
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 However, oil price drops leading to lowered manufacturing costs. SraS rises and price level 

drops. (2 marks)

 If the level of increase of aD is lower than the level of increase of SraS, price level will 

eventually drop and the intended target of inflation cannot be reached. (1 mark)

 Diagram: Level of increase of aD lower than that of SraS

 Price level (P) drops

  

 (2 marks)

3 answer: no (1 mark)

 With the devaluation of Japanese yen, the price of Japan-manufactured goods will drop when 

exchanged as foreign currencies, thus increasing domestic export. (1 mark)

 However, according to Source D, when Japan relies excessively on devaluation to stimulate 

export, other countries may follow suit. When other countries devaluate their currency, the 

price of Japan-manufactured goods when exchanged as foreign currencies may not have a 

price advantage over the goods of other countries. (1 mark)

 With the existence of alternatives, Japan’s export goods may not have a competitive edge. 

Thus Japan may not necessarily be successful in stimulating export through currency 

devaluation. (1 mark)

 Other answers

 (** as Source D did not mention elasticity of demand, if this concept is applied the highest 

score awarded will be 2 marks.)
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4 according to Source e, the percentage of Japan’s elderly population as compared to overall 

population is continuously increasing. (1 mark)

 as the percentage of Japan’s elderly population continues to rise, the percentage of working 

population continues to drop, driving down Japan’s productivity/available productive elements. 

(1 mark)

 In the long term, LraS will be lowered and output would drop. (1 mark)

5 8-10 marks:

 accurate grasp of economic concepts and theories.

 accurate grasp of the focus of questions and conduct in-depth analysis targeting the 

sustainability and effectiveness of the policies with suitable application of sources.

 Supports consolidation/ evaluation with appropriate theories and evidence.

 Smooth flow of language and clarity of expression.

 Good organisation and coherence

 4-7 marks:

 fair grasp of economic concepts and theories.

 Applies sources to evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of policies, and conduct moderate 

analysis and application.

 Supports consolidation/ evaluation with some theories and evidence.

 Delivers messages clearly using language.

 Good organisation and coherence

 1-3 marks

 Weak grasp of economic concepts and theories.

 Minimal analysis and application.

 Limited language competence.

 Loose and disjointed arguments.
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 0 mark

 Level does not fulfil the minimum requirements for assessment

 answers may include the following:

• While quantitative easing monetary policy may increase the nominal value of the people’s 

assets and promote private consumption, the devaluation of Japanese yen also reduces 

the purchasing power of Yen. Taking inflation into account, increase in private consumption 

may not be sustainable.

• Quantitative easing monetary policy and increasing public expenses require large amounts 

of funds. The financial reserves of the Japanese government may not be sufficient in the 

long term to support the purchase of bonds and building public infrastructure.

• Japan and other asian regions (South Korea and Taiwan) are competitors in export trade. 

The devaluation of the Japanese yen leads to increased demand of Japanese goods by 

other countries, and lowered demand of alternatives from other competitors. However, 

trade competitors may also devaluate their currency to increase export competitiveness. If 

all nations continuously devaluate their currency, it will result in vicious competition.

• Population ageing will drive down productivity and in the long term, reliance on monetary 

policy or increase general infrastructure expenditure may not compensate for the 

decreased productivity. If these policies cannot improve the economy in the long term, 

resources may be better spent in policies to encourage childbirth, so as to achieve long 

term benefits.

• although the effect of the quantitative easing monetary policy and increasing public 

expenditures may not be sustainable, structural economic reforms does help to redress 

issues of economic structure in the long term. for example, encouraging women 

reemployment and relaxing Japan’s stringent immigration policies may help to bolster the 

nation’s labour force, driving up LraS and increasing the potential GDP in the long term.
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